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From: Alexis Srsa <alexy101@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, 7 September 2021 1:38 PM
To: Enquiries
Subject: Fw: Objection letter for the Reference MCUC 2021_4156/1 --- Part 2

Dear Team, 
 
This is in addition to my Objection letter from yesterday, 06 Sep, 2021, as I have only seen the 
sign yesterday and the closing date is today the 7th. I did not have enough time to put together a 
more detailed yesterday. I believe the helicopter pad is to service the construction of a new trail.  
 
And so I would like to add these to the list of objections: 
 

 The site is close to the coast and in a medium and high hazard storm tide area, particularly 
considering expected sea level rise. Is the fuel storage sufficient to mitigate the risk of a 
tidal event so close to the Great Barrier Reef? 

 The need for a new helicopter pad in the area – why can’t the Trail be serviced from other 
landing pads?  

 Longevity of the use – will there still be a need for the use the facility after the Trail is 
completed, or will other uses be needed to ensure the continued the facility is viable?  

  
Regards, 
 
Aleksandra Srsa 
 

From: Alexis Srsa 
Sent: Monday, 6 September 2021 10:18 PM 
To: enquiries@douglas.qld.gov.au <enquiries@douglas.qld.gov.au> 
Subject: Objection letter for the Reference MCUC 2021_4156/1  
  
Dear Council, 
 
Re: Development permit for material change of use (Air Services - Helicopter pad and pilots 
accommodation ) Application Reference MCUC 2021_4156/1 
 
I attached below the sign I saw allong Captain Cook Higway today. Firstly, the sign is placed in a 
very idangerous location by the highway making it dangerous  for drivers to stop, turn around 
and park at the sign to have a chance to read the notice. 
 
I am appalled that somebody would apply to build a helicopter pad at that location. It is 
surrounded by pristine wildernes and the awful helicopter noise and activity accompanied with that 
kind of operation, is making it very unsuitable location. The region already has many helicopter 
pads and the last thing that is needed is more destruction of nature, more concrete and more 
awful noise polution to disturb the environment. There is so much going on in the world with the 
weather, and further destrcution of wilderness is not what we want. 
 
I strongly object to this proposed development. 
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Development is not correct word for it as it is going backwards in every possible way. There is 
incredible heritage conservation value to this region and this location, there are delicate 
envoronmetal environemnts that includre Reef which is close to the shore, the Mangrove forest 
and the surrounding eucalyptus forrest.  
 
There is also an economic value in the preserved wilderness for tourisma and bushwalking.  
 
Please contact me if you need any additional information. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Aleksandra Srsa 
27/12-16 Cannon St 
Manunda Qld 4870 
 

 


